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What is Innovation?

What is Innovation?

Creativity that has found a 
useful purpose

Souter 2009



What is Creativity?

Computers v humans?
Main difference = imagination

For the movement (at least): 
Best computer available = sitting in your head!

Breakthrough Thinking = like a software 
application designed for your brain



What is Creativity?

BUT great ideas rarely come 
out of thin air

Usually occur when problem has been 
examined inside & out…and then 
clearly articulated

We will look at some MODELS that can help 
this process – interrogate & (if necessary) 
restate a problem

We will then look at how to NURTURE ideas –
new concepts are dangerously fragile



What is Creativity?

A thoughtless remark or just the 
shrug of a shoulder can CRUSH 
a brilliant thought   - before it 
has the chance to develop & 
become an innovative idea



What is Creativity?

We will look at some principles & behaviours 
that can inspire & build Creative Culture

– a workplace environment that protects & 
nurtures ideas until their true value can be 
understood and appreciated



Accelerated Evolution

Accelerated 
Evolution



Accelerated Evolution

Change is the only constant
Heraclitus 535–475 BC



Accelerated Evolution

We eat faster, we 
communicate faster, we 

travel faster, we shop faster, 
we study & learn faster, we 

work faster…..



Accelerated Evolution

But that’s still not fast 
enough!

What once seemed impossible 
now seems overdue



Accelerated Evolution

Process by which we adapt 
to changing circumstances 
= essentially a creative one



Accelerated Evolution

BUT BEWARE
Size & history of success = NO 
guarantee of survival

Years of innovation & 
diversification

Mid 90’s was largest clothing 
retailer in UK & £multiM food

1997 = 1st British retailer pre-tax 
profit £1Billion

Then CRISIS

Survived – but now < ¼ size of Tesco



Accelerated Evolution

“The net income for firms that are 
focused on innovation increased by 
750% compared to 1% for those who 
had not developed a culture & 
philosophy of thinking creatively”
Professor Jennifer Chatman – Haas School of Business at University of 
California



Accelerated Evolution

“Corporations wishing to thrive & 
not merely survive must undertake a 
total overhaul of their systems & 
adopt policies that will allow them to 
change at the pace & size of the 
market”
Foster & Kaplan – McKinsey & Company



Accelerated Evolution

In other words means LETTING GO OF 
THE PAST in order to grasp the future

“We’re moving from a knowledge 
economy into “The Conceptual Age” –
now less about what you know & more 
about what you can create”
Daniel Pink – ‘Whole New Mind: Why Right Brainers will rule the future’



Accelerated Evolution

If you are going to evolve, to survive 
& thrive, then you too will need to 
think more creatively

And you’ll need to do it faster too!



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Rediscovering 
Your Creativity



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Would YOU describe 
YOURSELF as a 

‘creative person’?



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Arts

Crafts

Science



Rediscovering Your Creativity

The What?

The Why?

The Why Not?

Reinforced at 
school



Rediscovering Your Creativity

A CREATIVITY EXERCISE

Close your eyes for a few minutes & 
indulge yourself  in a particularly 

vivid daydream



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Your Daydream
If were able to put that onto a DVD & watch it, 
apart from having a laugh, we might come to a 
title sequence that was something like:
Director You
Writer You
Cinematographer You
Art Director You
Wardrobe You
Hair & Make Up You
You get all of the credits, you did all of the work
You have an imagination that is probably more 
powerful than you are



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Experience = 
Usability & Analytic Design & Creative 

LEFT
Logic
Analysis
Science
Maths
Organisation
Process 
Language

RIGHT
Aesthetics
Synthesis
Imagination
Emotion
Expression
Holistic thought
Intuition
Creativity
Art 
Music

Roger Sperry brain



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Experience = 

Thinking 

Paul Maclean brain

Feeling

Biological functions



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Experience = 

Ned Herrmann brain



Rediscovering Your Creativity



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Dot – inside or outside?

Necker Cube

Rewarded for seeing it outside 
or inside?



Rediscovering Your Creativity

Summary - Rediscovering 
Your Creativity

The brain, like a computer, can be PROGRAMMED & 
REPROGRAMMED

Wherever we find a duality or choice – we develop a 
preference

BUT preferences DO NOT build one competency 
and in the process DESTROY another – you can 
have/develop skills in many complimentary areas 



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

‘The Box’
& 

how to escape it



‘The Box’ & how to escape it



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

FEAR

COMPLACENCY

ASSUMPTION

KNOWLEDGE

RULES

HABIT



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.1: Fear

New idea always arrives untested = no guarantees

Fear – kills creative thinking

Biggest - Fear of the unknown?

Leads to ‘fear of failure’
Fear of looking foolish….pride, self-consciousness…….
….destroys spontaneity



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.1: Fear – KILLER PHRASES

1. It’ll never work
2. We don’t have the time
3. It’s not in the budget
4. The Boss will never go for it
5. We’ve always done it this way
6. That sounds stupid
7. Let’s see what the committee thinks
8. It’s not our style
9. I’ve seen that before somewhere
10. The last person who suggested that 

doesn’t work here anymore



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.1: Fear – some thoughts

The road to 
brilliance is often 
paved with 
absurdity

Ideas are like ELECTRICITY – they contain 
tremendous ENERGY but are only harmful when 
handled carelessly

Fear is not an option

CONFIDENCE is the only real antidote to fear –
maintain the courage of your convictions & ‘gut feelings’



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.2 : Assumptions
Assumptions act as filters & change the way we 
see things

When we pass our assumptions onto other people 
as facts, & truths, we bend & blur their vision of 
reality

The only way to escape this problem is to challenge assumptions 
at the beginning of the journey

EXERCISE – A Traffic Policeman is sitting in his patrol 
car………….



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Assumptions - EXERCISE
A Traffic Policeman is sitting in his patrol car beside the road.
He’s on duty & looking for driving offenders. 
Suddenly a woman zooms past him, and without signalling, turns 
into a one-way street ignoring the sign that clearly shows that 
traffic is coming towards her.
She doesn’t slow down.
In fact she speeds up and, without signalling, turns into another 
one-way street, again going against the traffic. 
The policeman does nothing. He sees it all and decides to take no 
action. 
Why?



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.3 : Knowledge
Knowledge, assumptions & ignorance are all closely related

Ignorance – you don’t know what you 
don’t know

Which line is longer or are they the same 
length?

Expertise can give us a narrow & highly 
selective vision



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.4 : The Rules
Rules & Knowledge = closely related

Rules  = predicted on what we ‘know’ or 
think we ‘know’ to be best

But if what we know is questionable – so 
are the rules!!

Language = a good example as new 
words (outside of the rules) are adopted 
= “D’oh”



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.4 : The Rules
“Rules are here to be broken” = a tough call if your 
job is ‘on the line’

BUT Need to create a 
‘Rule-Free Zone’ as well 
as ‘Fear-Free Zone’ in 
which to experiment



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.5 : Habit
Habits are insidious – often we are not 
aware of them

The ‘Eureka’
moment whilst 
having a bath!

Serve a useful purpose – make it 
easier to get things done …LEAVING 
OUR MINDS TO WANDER



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.5 : Habit
PROBLEM = they don’t just dull our awareness of 
what we are doing

All habits have a payoff – need to 
evaluate /understand ‘value’ before 
changing

In workplace habits can be confused 
with ‘systems’

They ALSO DULL OUR AWARENESS of how things 
might be done differently or BETTER



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.5 : Habit
Every time you 
acknowledge a habit-

there is the chance to 
fire up your 
CURIOSITY

& find a creative way 
of improving what you 
do 



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.6 : Complacency
Possibly biggest killer of creativity = “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it”!

= A VIRUS INFECTION

SUCKS energy, curiosity, 
commitment, optimism, 
excitement, desire & sense of 
opportunity out of creative 
challenge

“Don’t rock the boat” =                        
thick security blanket



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Wall No.6 : Complacency
BUT “The fish rots from the head down” Japanese saying

The management team 
sets the standard & need 
to lead by example

To fight complacency – treat it 
like a habit:
• Identify it
• Be aware of it
• Make everyone aware of it
• Understand its value

Approach everything with CONSTRUCTIVE DISSATISFACTION
Constantly strive to improve



‘The Box’ & how to escape it

Summary
Our mind is not in the box. The box is in 
our mind

We made it. Our fears, 
assumptions, knowledge, rules, 
habits & complacency built this 
little  prison.
Everything we build, we can dismantle & break pull 
down

All we need is the process & the right tools



The Creative Process

The 
Creative Process



The Creative Process

The value of a process is that it leads to 
predictable outcomes

So can we control it & use it as creative 
thinking as a practical, problem-solving tool?

YES

There are 2 types of problem & we 
DON’T need creative thinking for both

& NO



The Creative Process

BRAINSQUEEZERS

BRAINTEASERS

SOME QUICK EXAMPLES



The Creative Process

BRAINSQUEEZERS



The Creative Process

BRAINSQUEEZERS

Logic dictates that it’s possible

Classic example of ‘vertical thinking’- each piece 
of info supports the info that follows

With Brainsqueezers we always start by searching for info 
that reveals the underlying logic of the problem

Predictable – requires power of reason & logic



The Creative Process

BRAINTEASERS



The Creative Process

BRAINTEASERS
No obvious point of entry

No apparent path for our mind – unless it’s 
directly to an answer that we think is wrong

Frequently mind goes blank – problem is too vast 
– there are no clues

Or fixated on a wrong path, can’t sort relevant 
from irrelevant info

The BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ‘squeezers & ‘teasers’
= with a brainteaser – sometimes the answer just pops 
into our head

Unpredictable – requires power of IMAGINATION



The Creative Process

So can processes help with 
problems of imagination?

No known process that can take us directly to 
the solution – BUT CAN get us a lot closer to it

& NOYES

If we look at ‘moments of inspiration’ in history- maybe 
we can see a pattern…

Can take us closer to an ‘Aha moment’



The Creative Process

Isaac Newton

‘Aha moment’ - Apple 
falls from tree

Idea of gravity ‘appears 
in a flash’

Reading a book – had been pondering 
forces around planets for some time



The Creative Process

Leonardo Da Vinci 1490

‘Aha moment’ -

Conceived the notion 
of rotary helicopter 
blade

Noticed a carpenters screw



The Creative Process

George De Mestral 1948

‘Aha moment’ -

Conceived the notion 
of Velcro

Walking in Jura mountains – when a ‘burr’
attached itself to his trousers



The Creative Process

Emerging pattern?

Seems to depend on UNPREDICATBLE events

If we try to reduce it to a PROCESS 
it may look like this…………



The Creative Process

sticking 
point



The Creative Process

How CAN WE ENGINEER an 
unpredictable event?

…………...Dependent on time & luck!

…………..One that we can’t yet imagine?

Artists & poets have always acknowledged this 
phenomenon

Aleatory (Greek for ‘rolling dice’)



The Creative Process

Some other quotes:

Diligence is the mother of good luck
Benjamin Franklin

“The harder I work, the luckier I get”
Samuel Goldwyn

Chance favours only the prepared mind
Louis Pasteur

Can we ‘manufacture’ triggers?

The punch-line of a  joke is just 
that – causes a swerve in our 

thinking



The Creative Process

Creative Problem Solving Methodology

So (in the next section) we will 
pursue 2 x strategies:

The trigger is only effective if our 
PREPARATION has given us SENSITIVITY –
that enables us to notice it

1. Prepare the mind

2. Make the triggers happen
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